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LAMP OF MURMUUR Saturnian
Bloodstorm LP BLACK [VINYL
12"]
Cena 114,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 5 dni

Producent Argento Records

Opis produktu
-Second pressing on 180g vinyl.
-Black Vinyl
-Gatefold jacket with black flood

Since 2019, a spectral entity earthly summoned as Lamp of Murmuur gradually ascended as one of the furthermost esteemed
and sought of luminaries within the rawest most crude innards of Black Metal. Such following and public awareness does not
stand as a certitude merely grounded on good music.

In a niche that presently perceives clear signs of overabundance and counterfeit expression, Lamp of Murmuur prospered,
particularly owing its opulence to a vision that didn’t establish itself after an easy pathway - one of exploring a microclimate
towards exhaustion - instead displaying there was no guidelines for the artistic manifestation behind the distressing specter
behind it.

From the raw lo-fi approach of the band’s beginnings to the gothic and melodic overtones trailed on recent times, Lamp of
Murmuur redefines itself yet again with a fervorous new declaration of strength and vigor, a ghastly beast under the title
“Saturnian Bloodstorm”.

From its very early storming chords, one faces a frantic swaying of rabid riffs and intricate rhythm segments, a visceral trail of
electrical magnetism. An ardent restless voice narrates this offering with poisonous might and nocturnal fever conjoined with
the six-string sharpness, expanded through a razor-sharp sound production, blazing with a dynamic edge, organically mixing
cleanness and aggression in a mantra of potency and (un)pure fanaticism.

Inspired by the core edge and raging solemnity of Black Metal’s history, “Saturnian Bloodstorm” is as varied as it is organic,
offering tumultuous instrumental proficiency under fast, raging bursts of sonic aggression intertwined with brilliant mid-tempo
sections, ever epic and ice-cold in its riffing extravaganza.

Released through Argento Records (EU) and Not Kvlt (USA), “Saturnian Bloodstorm” stands as an opus of Black Metal might,
hailing The Seven Spears of Fever with raging chaos, an eternal spark of flaming delight.
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